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SPHERICALY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS IN MØLLER’S

TETRAD THEORY OF GRAVITATION

F. I. MIKHAIL, M. I. WANAS, E. I. LASHIN, AND AHMED HINDAWI

Abstract. The general solution of Møller’s field equations in case of spherical symmetry
is derived. The previously obtained solutions are verified as special cases of the general
solution.

PACS number: 40.50.+h

1. Introduction

Møller [1] modified General Relativity (GR) by constructing a new field theory using

Weintzenböck space. His aim was to get a theory free from singularities while retaining

the main merits of GR as far as possible. For instance, the principle of general relativity,

the principle of equivalence, and the fusion of gravity and mechanics are still valid. Møller’s

Theory leads to a more satisfactory solution to the problem of defining an energy-momentum

complex describing the energy contents of physical systems. This problem has no solution in

the framework of gravitational theories based on Riemannian space [2]. Sáez [3] generalized

Møller’s Theory in a very elegant and natural way into scalar tetradic theories of gravitation.

Meyer [4] showed that Møller’s Theory is a special case of Poincaré Gauge Theory constructed

by Hehl et al. [5].

In an earlier paper [6] the authors examined this theory with regard to the energy-

momentum complex. The authors used a spherically symmetric tetrad constructed by

Robertson [7] to derive two different spherically symmetric solutions of Møller’s field equa-

tions. The purpose of the present work is to derive the general solution of Møller’s field

equations for this tetrad. In Section 2 we will review briefly Møller’s Tetrad Theory of

Gravitation. The structure of Weintzenböck spaces with spherical symmetry as well as the

previously derived solutions of Møller’s field equations are reviewed in Section 3. The gen-

eral solution of Møller’s field equations is derived in Section 4. The results are discussed and

concluded in Section 5.

2. Møller’s Tetrad Theory of Gravitation

Møller [1] constructed a gravitational theory using Weintzenböck space for its structure.

His aim was to get a theory free from singularities while retaining the main merits of GR as

far as possible. In his theory the field variables are the 16 tetrad components em
µ. Hereafter
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we use Latin indices (mn . . . ) for vector numbers and Greek indices (µν . . . ) for vector

components. All indices run from 0 to 3. The metric is a derived quantity, given by

gµν := em
µem

ν . (2.1)

We assume imaginary values for the vector e0
µ in order to have a Lorentz signature. We note

here that, associated with any tetrad field em
µ there is a metric field defined uniquely by

(2.1), while a given metric gµν does not determine the tetrad field completely; for any local

Lorentz transformation of the tetrads em
µ leads to a new set of tetrads which also satisfy

(2.1).

A central role in Møller’s theory is played by the tensor

γµνσ := emµemν;σ, (2.2)

where the semicolon denotes covariant differentiation using the Christoffel symbols. This

tensor has close relations to Ricci rotation coefficients and to torsion (cf. the Appendix of

Ref. [4]). The tensor γµνσ is invariant only under global Lorentz transformations. Local

Lorentz invariance is lost in gravitational theories constructed using Weintzenböck space.

These theories admit only the weak form of the principle of equivalence. Møller considered

the Lagrangian L to be an invariant constructed from γµνσ and gµν . As he pointed out, the

most simple possible independent expressions are

L(1) := ΦµΦ
µ, L(2) := γµνσγ

µνσ, L(3) := γµνσγ
σνµ, (2.3)

where Φµ is the basic vector defined by

Φµ := γν
µν . (2.4)

These expressions L(i) in (2.3) are homogeneous quadratic functions in the first order deriva-

tives of the tetrad field components.

Møller considered the simplest case, in which the Lagrangian L is a linear combination of

the quantities L(i). That is, the Lagrangian density is given by

LMøller := (−g)1/2(α1L
(1) + α2L

(2) + α3L
(3)), (2.5)

where

g := det(gµν). (2.6)

Møller chose the constants αi such that his theory gives the same results as GR in the linear

approximation of weak fields. According to his calculations, one can easily see that if we

choose

α1 = −1, α2 = λ, α3 = 1− 2λ, (2.7)
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with λ equals to a free dimensionless parameter of order unity, the theory will be in agreement

with GR to the first order of approximation. For λ = 0, Møller’s field equations are identical

with Einstein’s equations

Gµν = −κTµν . (2.8)

For λ 6= 0, the field equations are given by

Gµν +Hµν = −κTµν , (2.9)

Fµν = 0, (2.10)

where

Hµν := λ
[

γαβµγ
αβ

ν + γαβµγν
αβ + γαβνγµ

αβ + gµν
(

γαβσγ
σβα − 1

2
γαβσγ

αβσ
)]

(2.11)

and

Fµν := λ
[

Φµ,ν − Φν,µ − Φα

(

γα
µν − γα

νµ

)

+ γµν
α
;α

]

. (2.12)

Equations (2.10) are independent of the free parameter λ. On the other hand, the term

Hµν by which equations (2.9) deviate from Einstein’s field equations (2.8) increases with

λ, which can be taken of order unity without destroying the first order agreement with

Einstein’s theory in case of weak fields.

3. Spherically Symmetric Solutions in Møller’s Theory

The structure of Weintzenböck spaces with spherical symmetry has been studied by

Robertson [7]. In spherical polar coordinates the four tetrad vectors defining such struc-

ture, which admits improper rotations as well, can be written as

em
µ =





















A Dr 0 0

0 B sin θ cosφ
B

r
cos θ cosφ −

B

r

sin φ

sin θ

0 B sin θ sinφ
B

r
cos θ sinφ

B

r

cosφ

sin θ

0 B cos θ −
B

r
sin θ 0





















, (3.1)

where A,B, and D are functions of r. Since one has to take the vector e0
µ to be imaginary,

in order to preserve the Lorentz signature for the metric, the functions A and D have to be

taken as imaginary.

Using the tetrad (3.1) to solve Møller’s field equations (2.9) and (2.10) we find that equa-

tion (2.10) is satisfied identically, and also that Hµν as given by (2.11) vanishes identically.

Thus for spherically symmetric exterior solutions, Møller’s field equations are reduced to

Einstein’s field equations of GR, namely

Gµν = 0. (3.2)
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Einstein tensor Gµν may be evaluated using the Riemannian metric derived from (3.1) via

the relation (2.11). It is easy to get

g00 =
B2 +D2r2

A2B2
, g10 = g01 = −

Dr

AB2
, g11 =

1

B2
,

g22 =
r2

B2
, g33 =

r2 sin2 θ

B2
. (3.3)

The corresponding field equations (3.2) have given rise to equations (5.3)–(5.7) in Ref. [6]

which will not be repeated here.

The trivial flat space-time solution for the field equations is obtained by taking

A = i, B = 1, D = 0. (3.4)

A first non-trivial solution can be obtained by taking D = 0 and solving for A and B. This

is the case studied by Møller [1], where he obtained the solution

A = i
(1 +m/2r)

(1−m/2r)
, B = (1 +m/2r)−2, D = 0. (3.5)

A second non-trivial solution can be obtained by taking A = i, B = 1, D 6= 0 and solving

for D. In this case the resulting field equations can be integrated directly [6]. The result is

A = i, B = 1, D = i

(

2m

r3

)1/2

, (3.6)

where m is a constant of integration which can be identified with the mass of the source

generating the field [6].

4. General Solution of Møller’s Field Equations

Mikhail and Wanas [8] proposed a generalized field theory based on Weintzenböck space,

which has close formal similarities with Møller’s Theory [9]. Wanas [10] sought spherically

symmetric solutions using the tetrad (3.1). Mazumder and Ray [11] completely integrated

the field equations of Mikhail-Wanas Theory for the tetrad (3.1) by a suitable change of

variables. Due to the formal similarities between Mikhail-Wanas Theory and Møller’s Theory,

one expects a method for solving the field equations in one theory to be applicable in the

other.

In fact, it is clear that the tetrad (3.1) will have a simple r dependence if we divide the

first spatial component of every vector by r. This can be achieved by the coordinate the

transformation

r → ρ = ln r. (4.1)

This transformation along with the substitutions

A = iA, B = exp(ρ)B, D = iD, (4.2)
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where A, B, and D are real functions of ρ, turn the tetrad (3.1) into the simple form

em
µ =



















iA iD 0 0

0 B sin θ cos φ B cos θ cosφ −B
sin φ

sin θ

0 B sin θ sinφ B cos θ sinφ B
cosφ

sin θ

0 B cos θ −B sin θ 0



















. (4.3)

The Riemannian metric associated with the tetrad (4.3) is given by

g00 =
D2 − B2

A2B2
, g10 = g01 = −

D

AB2
, g11 =

1

B2
,

g22 =
1

B2
, g33 =

sin2 θ

B2
. (4.4)

The tetrad em
µ and the metric gµν as given by (4.3) and (4.4) do not depend on ρ explicitly,

in contrast to their explicit dependence on r as given by (3.1) and (3.3). The corresponding

field equations (3.2) have given rise to the following differential equations:

3B2B2
ρ − B4 + 2BDBρDρ − 5D2B2

ρ + 2BD2Bρρ − 2B3Bρρ = 0, (4.5)

AB2B2
ρ + 2B3AρBρ −AB4 + 2ABDBρDρ − 5AD2B2

ρ + 2ABD2Bρρ = 0, (4.6)

5A2BDBρDρ −A2B2DDρρ − 3ABD2AρBρ − 5A2D2B2
ρ

+2A2BD2Bρρ − 2B2D2A2
ρ −A2B3Bρρ + 3AB2DAρDρ

+AB2D2Aρρ + 2B4A2
ρ −A2B2D2

ρ −AB4Aρρ +A2B2B2
ρ = 0, (4.7)

where the subscript ρ refers to differentiation with respect to ρ.

By eliminating the function D between equations (4.5) and (4.6) we get

AB2B2
ρ −AB3Bρρ − B3AρBρ = 0. (4.8)

Equation (4.8) can be written in the form

Aρ

A
=

Bρ

B
−

Bρρ

Bρ

. (4.9)

This can be integrated directly. The result is

A =
C1B

Bρ
, (4.10)

where C1 is an arbitrary constant. Equation (4.5) can be written in the form

a(ρ)
d

dρ
D2 + b(ρ)D2 + c(ρ) = 0, (4.11)
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where

a(ρ) = BBρ,

b(ρ) = 2BBρρ − 5B2
ρ,

c(ρ) = 3B2B2
ρ − B4 − 2B3Bρρ.

(4.12)

The general solution of equation (4.11) is

D2 = C2 exp

{

−

∫

b(ρ)

a(ρ)
dρ

}

− exp

{

−

∫

b(ρ)

a(ρ)
dρ

}

×

∫

c(ρ)

a(ρ)
exp

{
∫

b(ρ)

a(ρ)
dρ

}

dρ,

(4.13)

where C2 is an arbitrary constant. The integrals in equation (4.13) can be evaluated in closed

form. The result is

D2 =
C2B

5

B2
ρ

−
B2(B2 − B2

ρ)

B2
ρ

. (4.14)

Finally, direct substitution of A and D2, as given by (4.10) and (4.14) in equation (4.7),

shows that it is satisfied without any further restrictions on the two constants C1 and C2 or

on the function B. So the general solution of (4.5)–(4.7) is given by (4.10) and (4.14).

In terms of the original variables the general solution can be written as

A =
iC1

1− rB′/B
,

D2 = −
C2B

3

r3(1− rB′/B)2
+

BB′

r

(2− rB′/B)

(1− rB′/B)2
.

(4.15)

The previously obtained solutions can be verified as special cases of the general solution by

suitable choice of C1, C2, and B. The choice

C1 = 1, C2= 2m, B = (1 +m/2r)−2 (4.16)

gives rise to the solution (3.5). On the other hand, the choice

C1 = 1, C2= 2m, B = 1 (4.17)

gives rise to the solution (3.6).

5. Concluding Remarks

The general solution of Møller’s field equations for the tetrad which admits spherical

symmetry and improper rotations has been obtained. The previously obtained solutions

have been verified as special cases of the general solution.

The general solution has been found to contain an arbitrary function and two constants.

Hence, Møller’s field equations do not fix the tetradic geometry in case of spherical symmetry,

up to any finite number of arbitrary constants. It is to be noted here that in the cosmological
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case [12] and in the stationary axisymmetric case [13], it was proved that Møller’s field

equations do not fix the tetrad field. The general solution was not obtained in these cases.

Sáez [3] generalized Møller’s Theory in a very natural way into scalar tetradic theories of

gravitation. An important question in these theories is whether the field equations fix the

tetradic geometry in the case of spherical symmetry. This question was discussed at length

by Sáez [14], but without giving a conclusive answer. In the light of the present work, it will

be a major advantage of Sáez’s theories over Møller’s Theory if one can answer this question

in the affirmative. This needs more investigations before arriving at a final answer.
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